
DAVOSER WINTERMEHRKAMPF 2024      

PROGRAM  01.02. – 04.02.2024   

      

Thursday 01.02. (arrival, riding, shooting, technical meeting)  
      

11:00   arrival in Davos at Zivilschutzanlage (Bunker), Promenade 18 A, 7270 Davos Platz      

12:00   lunch, afterwards riding pentathletes at Frauenkirch  (Skijoring)   

17:00   lasershooting (precision) till 18:30 Bunker      

21:00   welcome ceremony, dinner and technical meeting  

      

Friday 02.02. (cross-country-skiing, swimming, giant slalom)  
      

08:00   cross-country warmup  Langlauf Davos Platz Langlaufzentrum      

08:30   cross-country-skiing mass start (4 - 5 rounds, app. 10 km)              

09:45   swimming Wellness und Erlebnisbad eau-là-là, Promenade 90, 7270 Davos      

11:30   lunch Bunker      

13:30   sightseeing giant slalom, exercising hill  Bolgen or Geisslochlift  

14:00   first round, second round in reverse order   

19:00   dinner Bunker      

      

Saturday 03.02. (fencing, laserrun, lasersprint, award ceremony)      
      

08:00   fencing Sporthalle Tobelmühlestrasse1/3      

12:00   lunch Bunker      
14:00   laserrun (running shoes) Davos Platz Langlaufzentrum     

16:00   lasersprint (skiing)    

18:00   apéro Bunker      

19:30   award ceremony (categories men, women, youth) Bunker      

21:00   galadiner Bunker , Guests SFr. 50,-     

      

Sunday 04.02. departure      
breakfast from 08:00 and departure      



Arrival for some additional training days is possible from Monday 24/01/2024 for 

sFr75,- costs per day, Skipass on your own account 

  

accomodation and starting fee         

      

bunker (accomodation, food and drinks )  all inclusiv/pp 
SFr. 300.-     extracosts for riding ca. SFr. 50,-     
Guests SFr. 60,- per day 

Make private hotel bookings as early as possible! 

      

 

ratings           

      

Categories women/men/youth     

  

Winter pentathlon: riding, cross-country skiing, giant slalom, shooting, fencing  

Winter tetrathlon: cross-country skiing, giant slalom, shooting, fencing  

Pentathlon: riding, swimming, fencing, laser run  

Tetrathlon: swimming, fencing, laser run  

     

Appreciation, a ranking by score  

Up to 8 disciplines with laser sprint        

  

konto      
      

receiver:    Markus Hostettler, Brämabüelstrasse 15, 7270 Davos Platz      

IBAN:        CH4600209209588347M2X      

bank name:     UBS Switzerland AG      

SWIFT/BIC:    UBSWCHZH80A     

subject:       Winterpentathlon, Name     

phone:       +41794382294      

mail:      markus50@bluewin.ch      

   

Register as soon as possible, no later than 01/24/2024. Late registration  SFr. 50,- 

Any changes in schedule or venues due to unpredictable weather conditions or events during the 

competition will be announced in the bunker.     

   


